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SEGRA 2015 – Leading and Growing Sustainable Regions - Bathurst, NSW – 20 - 22 October

SEGRA 2015 Registrations Now Open

The SEGRA 2015 Conference, Leading and Growing Sustainable Regions, is being hosted by Charles
Sturt University in Bathurst, New South Wales from 20 – 22 October.
Register now at: http://www.segra.com.au/registration.php

Accommodation
Please visit
http://www.segra.com.au/segra_accommodation.html for
our recommended accommodation providers and how to
book.
We recommend delegates book their accommodation as
soon as possible as rooms are expected to fill up quickly.
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Keynote Speakers Announced

The Hon. Warren Truss MP is Deputy Prime Minister of Australia and the
Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development and has been
confirmed to address the SEGRA Conference Dinner.

The Hon. Warren Truss MP

The Hon. Julie Collins MP is the Shadow Minister for Regional Development
and Local Government. She was first elected to Federal Parliament in 2007
and was the first woman elected to the Federal seat of Franklin.
The Hon. Julie Collins MP will be speaking at the SEGRA Business Breakfast
on Wednesday, 21 October.
The Hon. Julie Collins MP

Prof. Darryl Low Choy from Griffith University has been confirmed as a
keynote speaker at SEGRA 2015. He will be presenting on the Blueprint for a
Healthy Environment and a Productive Economy.

Prof. Darryl Low Choy

Don Burke, OAM, FAIH, is an ex President of the Australian Institute of
Horticulture NSW and multi Logie winning Executive Producer of both
Burke’s Backyard & Backyard Blitz TV programs, editor in chief of Burke’s
Backyard magazine & presenter of Burke’s Backyard radio program.
Don will be participating as a panelist in the National Conversation for
Regional Policy at SEGRA 2015.
Don Burke OAM
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Collaborative Investment Round Table
Can collaboration reshape the way we finance regional economic development?

On the 23rd July, 2015 RDA Sydney and SEGRA co-hosted the first Collaborative Investment Roundtable
to kickstart a national conversation to consider the growing usage of collaborative financing methods
and how this can encourage more private sector involvement in national and regionally significant
projects.
The Roundtable is the first step towards preparing for the inaugural National Summit on Collaborative
Investment to be help on the 19th October at Bathurst, NSW
The roundtable was chaired by Paul Niederer, one of the world's leading authorities on equity based
crowdfunding investment. Paul speaks internationally on Collaborative Investment and has recently
retired as CEO of the Australian Small Scale Offerings Board (ASSOB) a world leader in business equity
funding platforms that has funded over 300 projects. He has personally been involved in over $60
million of transactions with 80 different companies seeking capital. Paul was named in the Top Ten of
the World's Most Influential in Equity Crowdfunding in 2013.
The roundtable brought together leaders in investment from government, not for profit, business and
research sectors to consider:
•
•
•

What are the key opportunities for collaborative investment?
What can we do to maximise these opportunities?
Key actions for the national summit agenda?

A report of discussions is currently under preparation.
Organisations represented were: Ability Capital, Advisory Board Syndicate, AVCAL Australian Private
Equity & Venture Capital Association Limited, Bendigo Bank, CIMA, CoVEST Capital, Dennis Rutzou Public
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Relations, Department of Infrastructure & Regional Development, Eco Investor Media, High-tech
CoFounder; Flat World Navigator & Advisor in the DACE (Digital Attention & Collaboration Economies),
Infrastructure NSW, Macpherson Greenleaf Virtual Lawyers, Many Rivers & Looking Glass Trust, NSW
Business Chamber, NSW Premier & Cabinet, NSW Trade & Investment, RDA Sydney, SEGRA Foundation,
Social Traders, Social Ventures Australia, University of Canberra, University of Technology Sydney,
University of Western Sydney, UTI Centre for Local Government, Australian Centre of Excellence for
Local Governance, Vital Places and Wholesale Investor.
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Around the Regions
Right Start Right Project – Toowoomba Workshop

Image: On the 1st of July 2015, RDA Darling Downs and South West brought together economic development leaders from across the region to
learn new tools and techniques for developing regionally significant projects.

Regional Development Australia, Darling Downs and South West (RDA DDSW) are leading the way to
faster smarter sustainable economic development in our region.
"The future prosperity of our regions will be enhanced by our ability to find faster and smarter ways to
unlock local employment growth and sustainable economic development. With the completion of the
National Stronger Regions Fund’s Round One announcements and the opening of Round Two
applications, there are great opportunities for local communities to develop project proposals that may
support local economic growth and help realise each region’s potential" said the Deputy Prime Minister
the Hon. Warren Truss.
RDA DDSW hosted the Right Start Right Project workshop that brought together economic
development leaders from Local Governments across the region to learn new tools and techniques for
developing regionally significant projects that are well aligned to the changing focus of regional
development programs such as the Federal Governments ‘National Stronger Regions Fund.’
“We need to ensure that regional programs support future growth and infrastructure investment
strengthens the heart and soul of diverse community’s spread across our region. It is vitally important
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that we encourage growth that reflects local aspirations and provides long term social and economic
benefits for all communities.” said Vic Pennisi – Chair RDA DDSW.
“Our region needs to be prepared for future funding rounds with the strongest applications possible.”
said Vic.
“Funding is getting more and more difficult to secure and the demand for collaborative investment
partners in government programs is increasing. A key success factor in the future will be the ability to
identify the local project ideas with the best potential for funding and developing a business case that is
attractive for investment “said Robert Prestipino one of the developers of the Regional Solutions
Framework being used at the workshop.
The Regional Solutions Framework helps develop local capacities to testing their project ideas and
understand the fundamentals of their own investable business case.
Session leaders Robert Prestipino and Kate Charters, each with over 30 years experience in regional
development have spent the last two years leading a research, development and demonstration project
in developing this approach for securing collaborative investment funding of regionally significant
investment projects. This work has been supported by the Southern Cross University, the Federal
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development, practitioners from across regional Australia,
councils and RDA's.
“It is pleasing to see the RDA Darling Downs & South West initiating this forum to support local leaders
in their preparation of regionally significant projects proposals" said the Deputy Prime Minister the Hon.
Warren Truss.
There are three critical questions to consider in regionally significant projects, said Robert Prestipino
Firstly, is this the right project for your region: does it promote growth that strengthens the community
by matching the community’s aspirations with the external forces of social and economic change?
Secondly, is the project making the most of local collaborations to build stronger links with adjacent
communities and leverage local benefits off larger regional projects?
Thirdly, has the project maximised the local investment opportunities and institutional partnerships
across the core community values of business, health, education and lifestyle?
"Championing change can be challenging but it is vitally important if we are to create a more sustainable
economic future for regional communities. Darling Downs and South West must seize this opportunity
to be innovation ready for collaborative investment “said Vic.
* Right Start Right Project is the first of a seven stage collaborative investment process within Regional
Solutions Framework an initiative of SEGRA, Australia’s premier conference on issues affecting regional
Australia.
For more information, please visit: http://www.regionalsolutions.net.au/rsrp-ddsw/
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Preparing for Growth in Australia’s Cities and Regions
Investment in urban and regional infrastructure will
be better informed with the release of the Progress
in Australian Regions—State of Regional Australia
2015 and State of Australian Cities 2014-15
publications today.
The publications provide an understanding of the
nation’s overall economic and social wellbeing.
The economic output of our major cities has grown
and their national importance remains extremely
high, although mining activity in regional Australia
has seen the overall percentage contribution by
major cities to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) dip slightly. [Page 1, State of the Cities 2014-15].
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development Warren Truss said the
release of both reports provides a deeper, more complete picture of the population, employment,
economic and transport trends that are occurring across Australia.
“Building the infrastructure Australia needs for the future is best informed by a thorough understanding
of the challenges ahead, and these publications will provide vital information for infrastructure planners
and communities,” Mr Truss said.
“The Australian Government released both the State of Australian Cities and State of Regional Australia
reports concurrently to provide a nationwide view of Australia’s progress.”
Mr Truss said the release of the publications recognised the interrelated nature of cities and their
surrounding regions.
“State of Australian Cities 2014-15 is an important tool for all levels of government in understanding
where our cities are performing well and where there are opportunities for improvement,” he said.
“While there is no doubt our cities are vitally important for the nation’s prosperity they cannot be
considered in isolation from their surrounding regions.
“The Progress in Australia’s Regions—State of Regional Australia 2015 report illustrates the different
ways that regions change and takes into account aspects like population growth, economic wellbeing
and social progress.
“This report shows that infrastructure continues to support the economies of regional Australian by
promoting the efficient flow of people and resources while also providing regional Australians with
access to essential services such as education and health.
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“In December 2014, my Department released the Progress in Australian Regions—Yearbook 2014 to
provide a statistical resource that can help answer the question of how regions are progressing against
economic, social, environmental and governance indicators.
“This publication will enable governments, private investors and the community to identify trends that
are important for policy development and investment decisions.
“The Government will continue to provide detailed analysis of the challenges facing the nation—
inclusive of regional Australia.”
Mr Truss said the Australian Government had been investing widely in urban and regional infrastructure
since being elected.
“Our commitment to delivering national prosperity begins with delivering the infrastructure Australia
needs, and we have embarked on a nationwide programme of investment to achieve this end,” he said.
“Commitments such as the $8.5 billion upgrade of the Bruce Highway and the $1.6 billion Toowoomba
Second Range Crossing—the largest commitment to a single regional road project in Queensland’s
history—will support the continued movement of goods to domestic and international markets.
“Likewise, the Perth Freight Link will create a new world class freight connection between the Roe
Highway and the Fremantle Port, and we are expecting a business case and delivery plan for the
Melbourne to Brisbane Inland Rail project soon.
“The announcement of Badgerys Creek as the preferred site for Western Sydney’s airport is a significant
commitment, and we are investing $2.9 billion towards key road upgrades to support the region through
the $3.6 billion Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan.
“The $5 billion Asset Recycling Initiative is helping states build major urban public transport projects,
such as the Second Harbour Rail Crossing in Sydney.
“When projects like these are combined with our other initiatives such as the Black Spot, Bridges
Renewal and Roads to Recovery programmes—with Roads to Recovery receiving over $1.1 billion in
extra funding in the past fortnight—Australia’s infrastructure future looks very promising indeed.”
The publications can be found online at:
https://infrastructure.gov.au/infrastructure/pab/soac/index.aspx
And http://regional.gov.au/regional/publications/sora/index.aspx

STOP PRESS
Insights into this body of work will be presented by the Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development at SEGRA 2015.
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National Stronger Regions Fund

We would like to thank Glenys Schuntner, Chief Executive Officer from RDA Townsville & North West
Queensland for submitting this article.
If you would like to submit an article to SEGRA Walks the Talk, please email us at info@segra.com.au

RDA Newsflash
As follow up to our advice about the launch of the National Stronger Regions Fund (NSRF) in May, RDA’s
NSRF briefings and grants workshops in Normanton, Mount Isa and Townsville and by teleconference,
the RDA – Queensland Treasury statistics workshop by teleconference, and one-on-one consultations,
we would like to share with you some key insights and points to assist you in determining if you submit
an application and what will be competitive.
We are also echoing the points made by the Deputy Prime Minister last week in our QLD RDAs’
meeting.
There is a bit of “tough love” below as we truly wish to see good projects with strong applications
come through to ensure more success in our region. On the other hand, we do not wish to see you
waste your valuable time on weak applications that won’t stand a chance. RDA has been, and will
continue to be happy to provide your team with one-on-one advice. Please do not hesitate to make
an appointment for us to talk about your application. (The feedback so far has been that our advice
has been welcomed, very helpful and highly valued)
There is $200 million available in Round 2. There are more than 500 councils and around 600,000 notfor-profits that can consider applying. $25 million out of $200 million is quarantined for projects asking
for up to $1 million.
In Round 1 we saw 3 of the 7 projects that were successful in Queensland come from the Townsville and
North West Queensland region. Mount Isa, Charters Towers and Burke Shire Councils submitted good
projects with strong applications. This was great news, but we also saw a lot of people put in a lot of
time that was not productive for them. The following is designed to be a check list for you in considering
your application. The Guidelines are most important and are the true source for all information but I
have taken the liberty to share some insights to help you with your application considerations as we
wish to see your organisation’s valuable time spent wisely and productively. This is a 10 minute version
of the 3 hour workshops we have been doing, some of which were attended by some of your staff.
1. This is a highly competitive fund. In Round 1, there were 405 applicants of which 51 were
successful. i.e. 12.8% were successful.


Tip – good projects with strong, well -written applications will be well regarded. Good projects
with poor applications will not get up. The 4 selection criteria are critical – more on that
below.
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2. There are strict eligibility criteria. In Round 1, 133 applications were ruled ineligible. 72% of
these were due to lack of evidence of confirmed partnership funding. Many did not submit all
the right documents and/or a strong case to show construction could start within 12 months of
signing the funding agreement. Hence sadly a lot of time was wasted by submitting applications
that were not eligible. I cannot stress enough how important it is to be able to tick every box for
eligibility and to comply with all documentation requirements.




Tip – ensure you have an eligible project and can meet all documentation requirements. The
Australian National Audit Office oversees this and other grants. There is no flexibility on
eligibility.
Tip – we recommend you attach documents as per the requirements in the guidelines on page
19 of the GMS Portal Application User Guide. Do not bundle several required documents into
one larger document.

3. Criteria 1 – economic growth









State the facts about the situation of economic growth or decline that you are addressing –
using data from www.qgso.qld.gov.au; www.abs.gov.au; industry data; surveys; reports as a
good starting point
Advise how your project will make a difference to these issues
Quantify the outcomes you expect to achieve in regard to addressing these issues – e.g. directly
or indirectly increasing jobs by y percent / x number; maintaining x jobs in an area that is facing
decline; delivery of infrastructure that will enable private sector investment of $x and y number
of associated jobs – but back up with evidence to support your claims e.g. cost benefit analysis
Make statements about any other social/ community impacts and benefits that will be positive –
using numbers where possible, other qualifying statements – but back up with evidence to
support your claims
Tip – we highly recommend that you do not make an application if you cannot satisfy this as
the highest ranked criteria at 43%.

4. Criteria 2 – addressing disadvantage








State the facts about the situation of disadvantage that you are addressing – unemployment;
low income; low education levels etc - using data from www.qgso.qld.gov.au; www.abs.gov.au;
surveys; reports as a good starting point
Advise how your project will make a difference to these issues
Quantify the outcomes you expect to achieve in regard to addressing these issues – but back up
with evidence to support your claims – once again cost benefit analysis is important
Make statements about any other social/ community impacts and benefits that will be positive –
using numbers where possible, other qualifying statements – but back up with evidence to
support your claims
Tip – we highly recommend that you do not make an application if you cannot satisfy this as
the second highest ranked criteria at 28%.

5. Criteria 3 – partnership


This is where you prove your financial partnerships, your in-kind support including volunteers
and the level of support you have for this project.
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Tip – partner cash contributions in addition to the mandatory 50% matching funding will be
considered favourably
Tip – demonstration of regional, local and broad-based partnerships is essential. i.e. Letters of
support from Federal MPs, Senators, State MPs, Mayors, Chambers, Regional Economic
Development Organisations, community organisations can demonstrate your project is wellsupported and is hence less risky and is likely to succeed
Tip – don’t forget to include in-kind support for equipment or services and volunteer time as a
value to your project

6. Criteria 4 – viability and sustainability




Tip – this is where you prove the project is investment ready – that is – ready for construction
within 12 months of signing the funding agreement – so you must be very advanced with
infrastructure designs, planning, costings and approvals to demonstrate that your project is
not a high risk proposal
Tip – this is where you show you have good governance, project planning, risk management
plans, experience in delivering capital projects and can budget and afford the on-going
maintenance

If your project is not well-developed for Round 2, we recommend considering developing your project
for Round 3.
For more information, please visit our website www.rdanwq.org.au/resources-and-links/grantsprograms.
RDA has been pleased to assist many project proponents with individual advice and we are happy to
continue doing this.
We will also be happy to provide a letter of support on the following basis.
1. We receive a copy of your full draft application form or the answers in a word document as soon
as possible and no later than 22 July so that we can get a letter back to you by 29 July to meet
the 31 July NSRF deadline. Due to time limits, we do not need to see all the attachments and
trust that you have them in hand.
2. If we consider the project to be weak or the application to be weak, we will provide advice for
improvements before we can provide a letter of support.
I hope the above is helpful to your organisation in planning NSRF applications!
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Mobile Black Spot Programme

Image Source: http://exchange.telstra.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Black-Spot-Program_Telstra_National.jpg

Telstra has announced they will participate in one of the largest ever expansions of mobile
coverage in regional and remote Australia, through the Federal Government’s Mobile Black Spot
Programme.
Telstra will be building 429 new 3G/4G towers over the next three years, plus a further 250 4G data
only small cells, representing a combined investment of more than $340 million in regional and
remote Australia by Telstra, the Federal Government and several State and Local Governments as
well.
Mobile connectivity has grown in importance as the combination of smart phones and tablets with
increased mobile broadband speeds and capacity are changing the way we live and the availability
of these services is often taken for granted in metropolitan locations.
Telstra has a heritage of nearly 35 years in providing mobile telephony to Australians, having
brought every generation from 1G (that’s right there was one before Cellular started in 1987)
through to the 4G networks of today. Along that journey we have been intimately involved with
extending coverage through the rollout of new towers as well as creating new and innovative ways
to stretch and improve mobile coverage into the far corners of the nation.
Read more at: http://exchange.telstra.com.au/2015/06/25/telstra-will-build-429-new-mobiletowers-in-regional-australia/
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SEGRA Spotlight

Spotlight 4
A primer on digital productivity: an introduction to some of the basic
concepts of how digitisation affects productivity growth
As part of its work on analysing digital productivity, the Bureau of
Communications Research (BCR) has released the first part of a leading
project to understand how digitisation affects Australia’s productivity and
the nation’s economy.
A key tool for policy officers and decision-makers, the Digital Productivity
Primer looks at how ICT and digitisation affects productivity, why
productivity matters, how digital transformation impacts productivity and
tools for measuring the productivity gains from digitisation.
Next steps are to release a Labour Productivity Impacts Report in July and firm case studies in December
2015.
Further information: http://apo.org.au/node/55633

Ideas Champions for this Spotlight Session include:
Robert Reed, CEO, Forms Express Pty Ltd
Graham Perry, CEO, Inland NSW
Anthony Friday, CEO, Pilbara Regional Council

STOP PRESS
Nick McClintock, Director BCR Economic Analysis, a key author of the above publication, has been
invited to facilitate this Spotlight Session.
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Bathurst Walking Tour

Image: Macquarie River
Source: http://mw2.google.com/mw-panoramio/photos/medium/23136453.jpg

Join us in October on a walking tour of Bathurst – A Delightful Spot – 1815: The Bathurst Government
Settlement Heritage Trail, launched this year as part of the town’s bicentenary.
The walking trail takes visitors through the early European government settlement of Bathurst from
1815 – 1840 starting at the Macquarie River and finishing on William Street.
The interpretative signs (along the trail) and permanent exhibition of images and maps at the Bathurst
City Community Club (Corner of Durham and William Streets) tell the stories of Bathurst's beginnings.
The tour is free and will run from 4:30pm – 5:30pm on Monday, 19 October, allowing delegates enough
time to travel to the Mayoral Cocktail Reception.
To register, please visit: http://www.segra.com.au/registration.php
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SEGRA 2015 Short Film Festival

Image Source: http://holbornhall.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Community-Calendar.jpg

SEGRA is excited to invite you to participate in the 2015 Short Film Festival to promote people, place
and productivity of regional Australia.
The 2015 theme is The Heart of My Community. Tell us who/what makes the heart of your community
and why.
Entry is $50 and is open to anyone who wishes to enter, regardless of their background or experience.
The winner will receive $1,000 and the runner-up will receive $500 from Bendigo Bank.
All entries must be received by 5:00pm AEST on Wednesday, 30 September 2015.

To view the 2015 flyer and terms and conditions, please visit:
http://www.segra.com.au/PDF/2015/film.festival.2015.pdf
To submit your short film, please visit: https://www.hightail.com/u/segra
To register and pay the entry fee, please visit: http://www.segra.com.au/registration.php

Proudly Sponsored by
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Pre-Conference Study Tour to the Central Coast, Hawkesbury
and the Blue Mountains World Heritage National Landscape

Images: Left to Right: Govetts Leap Lookout, Blue Mountains Botanical Gardens, Mt Tomah
Source: Angus M Robinson

Date: Saturday, 17 October – Monday, 19 October 2015
Departing: Sydney 10:00 am, arriving Bathurst at 4:00 pm
Tour Leaders: Simon Boughey – Chief Executive Officer, Cherry Growers Australia and SEGRA
National Steering Committee
Angus M Robinson – Managing Partner, Leisure Solutions® and Geotourism Forum, Ecotourism
Australia Ltd
Price: $1080.00 for single or $795.00 per head for twin share
Inclusions: Four Star Accommodation (two nights), coach transport, meals (2 breakfasts, 3
lunches and 2 dinners), Scenic World Railway and Blue Mountains Cultural Centre entry fees.
Conditions: Please note that the tour is subject to a restricted number of members and places
will be allocated in order of bookings received and full payments received up to the deadline date
of Monday 14th September 2015. Owing to the timing of the tour over a weekend where
accommodation bookings are at peak demand, room availability will be limited and it may
necessary to allocate two people per room. In making a booking, intending travellers are
requested to nominate their preparedness to accept accommodation on a twin share basis. No
refund on cancellations received after 14th September. Minimum numbers will apply to this tour.
To register for this tour, please visit: http://www.segra.com.au/registration.php
See the proposed itinerary at:
http://www.segra.com.au/PDF/2015/SEGRA-updates/preconferencetour_updated.pdf
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SEGRA 2015
Platinum and Host Sponsor

Gold Sponsors and Supporters

Silver Sponsors and Supporters

Bronze Sponsors and Supporters

Deadline for submission of articles and images for the next edition of SEGRA Walks to Talk is Monday,
10 August 2015
Please send your articles and images to: info@segra.com.au
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